
 
The Baking Industry: An Essential Manufacturing Employer  

Key Findings from The Baking Industry Frontline Workforce Landscape  

Companies in the baking industry are found in all 50 states and in the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. The 

baking industry is an essential part of the manufacturing sector, it employs almost 800,000 individuals, generates 

over $44 billion in direct wages, and has an overall economic impact of over $153 billion. In August 2020, the 

American Bakers Association (ABA) and ndp | analytics conducted an online survey of commercial bakers and 

suppliers to examine the industry’s career opportunities for the frontline workforce and how these companies 

support their employees and communities.  

 
1. Maintenance and engineering jobs are expected to grow in food manufacturing. Maintenance and 

engineering workers are in high demand. Over the next decade, these jobs are expected to grow by 6% in 

manufacturing and 9% in food manufacturing.  

2. Nearly all commercial baking and supplier companies offer on-the-job training for frontline 

workers. In 2019, 97% of companies provided on-the-job training for production and operations workers 

and shipping and distribution workers; and 89% provided on-the-job training for maintenance and 

engineering workers.  

3. Commercial baking and supplier companies invest in training and professional development for 

frontline workers. In 2019, 39% of companies spent $1,000 or more per worker on training while 61% 

spent less than $1,000 per worker. For comparison, the manufacturing and distribution sector overall 

spent an average of $672 per learner on training in 2019. 1 

4. At least one in every four frontline leaders were promoted from within the company. Most 

companies reported that, in 2019, at least one in every four frontline supervisors or managers were 

promoted from within (66%). This was even more common at companies with career paths (78%). 

5. The commercial baking industry has widely implemented frontline worker recognition and 

engagement programs: 76% of companies had recognition programs in 2019 and over 80% of 

companies involved frontline workers in safety programs and best practice management.       

6. The commercial baking industry is well positioned to recruit veterans. Manufacturing employs more 

veterans than any other private sector industry and veterans are more likely to work production, 

transportation, and maintenance jobs. In 2019, survey respondents reported over 3,000 veterans in baking 

industry frontline careers. 

7. Companies in the commercial baking industry are mission driven and actively support their local 

communities. In 2019, 70% of companies donated food, 75% donated money, 67% volunteered, and 43 

ABA member facilities were recognized as 2019 Energy Star certified manufacturing plants.2 

8. Commercial baking and supplier companies make significant contributions to charities, food 

banks, and other local organizations. Companies donated over 26 million pounds of food, gave nearly 

$7 million to charities and local organizations, and volunteered nearly 31,000 hours. These contributions 

only account for a subset of the industry.  

ABA members can obtain the full report by contacting:    
Lauren Williams, lwilliams@americanbakers.org or 202.789.3543 or  
Christina Donnelly, cdonnelly@americanbakers.org or 202.870.6616 

 
1 Excludes payroll expenses. ndp | analytics and Training Magazine. 2019. “2019 Training Industry Report.” November 6. 
2 ABA. 2020. “EPA Recognized 43 ABA Member Facilities as 2019 Energy Star Certified Manufacturing Plants.” April 2. 
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